1) To find ebooks in our collection, start by searching the Ames Catalog for your topic.

2) After you do a search, refine your results using the limits on the left to “Available Online” under Availability, and under Format, “Books”:

Click on “Available Online” and “Books” to find ebooks in our catalog.
3) Then click on the “Available Online” link under the title you wish to read:

Once you limit to “Available online” and “Books,” you should see a list of records with the note “Available Online” under the title. Click to get to the link to the book itself.
4) One more click into the book itself, and you’re good to go. You can also share the Permalink on your Moodle site and/or syllabus for students to access:

You can share the Permalink on your Moodle or your syllabus for students to access.

Click on the link to read the book online.

Please let your library liaison know if you have any questions!